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Architecture and Social Engagement

Very few of us would agree that a socially unengaged architecture is possible. One could convinc-
ingly argue that the Megalithic temples at Hagar Qim in Malta, third millennium bce, and the 
Pyramid of Khufu at Giza, 2570 bce, were not built merely to appease the gods or to please tyrants. 
Rather, these were shared spaces that opened up new possibilities for engaging the multitudes of 
society, either by igniting a collective spiritual experience in the mysterious enclaves of the temples 
at Hagar Qim or by nurturing a sense of camaraderie through the collective participation of the 
people of Old Kingdom Egypt in the gigantic, larger-than-life construction process of the pyramid 
at Giza. So, if architecture from its very beginnings, as it is presented in any standard survey textbook, 
works in close collaboration with society, then why would it be important now to coin a new term, 
“socially engaged architecture,” and to form a new theoretical position, as we do in this book? And 
why it is important now to consider social engagement as a subject of investigation? We can answer 
this question with an argument that society as a precondition for the production of architecture 
needs little or no investigation, but that society as an essential part of architectural discourse, as in the 
concept of socially engaged architecture, demands close attention because this discourse has not been 
a prior basis of the discipline. Rather, the concept has been culturally and politically constructed and 
has evolved over time through various media and representational tools, such as exhibitions and vari-
ous kinds of print and web publications (see Chapters 1, 2, and 3).

The term “social engagement” immediately points to an asymmetrical power relationship in 
which trained professionals exchange knowledge with untrained populations. Despite this concept’s 
association with an asymmetrical power relationship, a substantial number of contemporary archi-
tects believe that professional engagement with society would help to mitigate many pressing issues 
in today’s world. With this hope in mind, architects across the globe are now working to redefine 
architecture from a market-driven profession to a profession informed by a complex mix of praxis, 
altruism, and activism, one that intends to eradicate poverty, resolve social exclusion, and construct an 
egalitarian global society. Socially engaged architecture proposes to equate design with activism and 
calls for an entrepreneurial model of the profession that would break it away from the conventional 
model of the architect-commissioner dyad. The discourse of social engagement offers to shift archi-
tecture’s professional obligation from fulfilling idiosyncratic demands of individual clients to working 
toward the common causes of the public good. Social engagement represents optimism both prag-
matically, by proposing to expand the scope of the discipline in the context of resource scarcity, and 
morally, by refuting the apolitical and acritical premise of architecture.
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But is it a dilemma if socially engaged architecture, which operates within an asymmetric 
power relationship, aspires to promise social justice? This is a difficult question to answer because 
professionals, educators, curators, and academics all have contested views on social engagement. 
The working methods and sociopolitical contexts of contemporary architects who are considered 
socially engaged are so diverse that it would be a mistake to reduce this complexity to a single 
term. But still the conceptualization does exist, and it is thriving through various efforts, as we see 
in numerous books, conferences, exhibitions, awards, and academic programs that present some 
modes of architectural practice as socially engaged and some others as not (see Chapters 7 and 12). 
These propositions—both socially engaged and unengaged—nevertheless are fraught with many 
theoretical challenges and trigger debates about architecture’s relationship with the public, with 
humanitarianism, and with social change, and they revisit the justification of architects as political 
agents and representatives of the public (see Chapter 3, 6, and 12). In addressing these challenges, 
architects across the globe have devised tactics that have varied considerably, depending on the eco-
nomic, political, and cultural context of the country (see Chapters 24–28). While the goals are same, 
the methods vary significantly. Against this context we may ask, if social engagement as a topic of 
investigation is indefinite and pluralist, and has so many loose ends, then how can we even create a 
common platform to discuss this topic? This book tries to answer this question from the following 
four perspectives.

Four Perspectives on Social Engagement in Architecture

The first perspective is that, instead of considering socially engaged architecture as a binary opposite 
of socially unengaged architecture (or market-driven architecture), the book studies the use, scope, and 
limitation of engagement as a theoretical tool kit and calls for a critical investigation of how differ-
ent forms of spatial knowledge are being produced and exchanged among various stakeholders (see 
Chapters 1, 6, and 17). Instead of creating a binary opposition, the book studies social engagement as 
a result of historical process in which market-driven and insurgent architectures are not only entan-
gled within a broader economic and political structure but also informed and shaped by each other. 
For instance, socially engaged architecture’s methodological focus on interdisciplinary practices (see 
Chapters 2 and 10) could be read vis-à-vis avant-garde conviction in bringing sociopolitical eman-
cipation through disciplinary autonomy (see Chapters 21–23). But both approaches were borne of 
grappling with capitalist forces. Socially engaged architects advocate for working directly with the 
community, often in collaboration with philanthropic organizations and nongovernmental organiza-
tions and often by bypassing the state authority manifested through local public administration. In 
a way, socially engaged architecture’s main role as being a representative of community portrays an 
ideal neoliberal world in which the state would have very limited control over the perceived com-
munity. Socially engaged architecture prefers to work piecemeal and shows disliking for any grand 
master plan for radical social change, as the basic concept of engaged practice has emerged from the 
loss of faith in large organizations—both on the Right and on the Left (see the postscript). However, 
the social engagement position apparently stands in opposition to the avant-garde, which advocates 
for a radical withdrawal from normative social systems by creating a mental shock that upsets estab-
lished norms. Social engagement criticizes this position by arguing that critical distance from society 
makes architecture vulnerable to neoliberal forces, thereby making architecture a tool for commercial 
spectacle. In summary, the book understands social engagement as part of the historical process and 
not as a novel category or as a drastically different way of doing architecture.

The second perspective is that the book studies socially engaged architecture not only as pragmatic 
responses to economic and technical problems but also as a way to understand the spatial experiences 
of marginal subjectivities, such as those of women, children, ethnic groups, refugees, immigrants, and 
displaced populations (see Chapters 14–16 and 29–32). This book recognizes that if we study social 
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engagement exclusively as a problem-solving tool, we will overlook the lived experiences of diverse 
groups of marginalized populations who are central to such projects. Exclusion of subjectivity means 
the exclusion of issues regarding gender, race, sexual orientation, ethnicity, religion, and above all the 
lived experience of the participants. And by excluding the issue of subjectivity, we reduce socially 
engaged architecture to a discourse on “now and here.” This exclusive view flattens architecture from 
a complex spatial experience of diverse subjectivities to a random combination of sporadic and intui-
tive actions for fixing problems at hand. This book shows that it is not enough to identify the target 
population as “low-income” or “disenfranchised” or “marginal community” because the poor are not 
an abstract amalgamation of demographic data and spending capacity; they are living communities 
and individuals having diverse contexts and subjective experiences. This book also contends that 
recognition of this subjectivity in our dealing with social engagement helps us explain the structural 
base of inequality, and it provides a mechanism for forming the political agency of architecture.

The third perspective is that socially engaged architecture is studied as part of the development 
of global capitalism and not as exclusive efforts aimed at creating spaces outside of capitalism. The 
essays of this book investigate how the development of capitalism creates a financial context and 
sociopolitical need for the engaged practice. Without establishing this relationship between the poli-
tics and spread of global capitalism, it is difficult to establish a knowledge base about social engage-
ment in architecture. Especially in case of the work of Euro-American professionals in developing 
nations, if we study the projects only from the architects’ experience and their vantage points, then 
in most cases we would conjure up images in which western experts are trying to build roman-
tic spaces that are liberated from capitalist apparatus and the exploitation of modernization (see 
Chapters 7 and 8). This book suggests that it is important to contextualize socially engaged archi-
tecture aimed at mitigating poverty within the political factors of poverty and the economic issues 
of landownership because, without this insight, social engagement would be flattened to a question 
of techniques. However, the book also presents examples in which the rhetoric of socially engaged 
architecture was intentionally used to transform political problems into technical questions, thus 
hiding the realpolitik. Social engagement is often used to interpret poverty as a problem that could 
be solved through organized technology. While the solution of “poverty” requires political negotia-
tion, socially engaged architecture offers only an exclusive technical solution to the problem (see 
Chapters 6, 7, and 12). In order to shed new light on this issue, the essays in this book investigate 
the contemporary transnational practice of social engagement by looking at its historical forma-
tion within global capitalism (see Chapters 5,11, 24, and 32) and shows that the instrumental use of 
architecture by Cold War diplomacy to preempt Third World poverty and to avoid the specter of 
communism has taken a very complex form in the recent decades of prolonged economic austerity, 
resource scarcity, and neoliberal globalization. The book observes that contemporary architects want 
to counter the economic problems of the developing world through the creation of artistically driven 
and engaged spaces, thereby bringing economics into confrontation with culture. Or, in other words, 
economics is being equated to culture, and vice versa.

The fourth perspective is that, instead of judging the success and failure of socially engaged archi-
tecture in bringing actual social change, the book studies the role of socially engaged architecture in 
forming public discourse and the methods and agendas of socially engaged architecture for work-
ing with public institutions. The book considers social engagement not as the total solution for a 
social problem but as the provider of evolving models for how change could be brought in through 
political institutions. Socially engaged architecture is indeed a tactic for establishing communication 
among stakeholders. Architecture is considered a mechanism for displaying and communicating 
ideology, and thus it contributes to the formation of critical public discourse. From this regard, if 
we consider socially engaged architecture primarily as the creator and facilitator of public discourse, 
then we may consider social engagement to be a network of signs and metaphors of social change; 
architecture plays its role by creating a matrix of symbols, narrations, and subnarrations similar to 
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those in the cinema or theater that induce a sense of change and feelings of empowerment in the 
audience. Implicit in the staging or screening of empowerment through architecture is the optimism 
that the actual actions would be performed or replicated in the real world by live human institutions. 
The strength of socially engaged architecture lies in the power of that subconscious sign that could 
be reinterpreted and eventually appropriated for different situations. From this perspective the book 
observes that socially engaged architecture and the institutions that support and promote it are creat-
ing an architectural idea, if not architecture as an idea, and thus it challenges the very notion of archi-
tecture being the remedy for every possible sociopolitical evil. Architecture may or may not offer 
actual changes, but it always constructs a discourse for future possibilities. However, it provides only 
a fragment of a contingent possibility and an allusion. In this regard, it is important for the socially 
engaged architecture to unveil the concealed production process and also to exhibit the demonstra-
tion of the construction process. The demonstration is aimed at simulating reality and creating a total 
immersive experience both for the professionals and students who are involved in the construction 
process and for the users (see Chapters 18–19). This immersive experience, formed by opening up 
the hidden tectonics of architecture (see Chapter 19) and through the articulated material setting (see 
Chapters 21–24), would create, as believed by the socially engaged architects, a new kind of public 
awareness that would instigate everyday action (e.g., altering consumer behavior and lifestyle) rather 
than a public investment in time or physical presence for political action in the conventional sense. 
These essays study the role of architecture as a catalyst or mediator that facilitates the creation of the 
public sphere through an opinion-building mechanism. In summary, the book studies how socially 
engaged architecture facilitates the organization and formation of public discourse and creates politi-
cally engaged spaces in which material fabric and spatial articulation provoke users to act politically 
and recombine and rearrange their environment.

Taken together, the essays in this book demonstrate how the concept of social engagement has 
been entangled in the global politics of poverty, the reconstruction of the public sphere, the chang-
ing role of the state, charity, neoliberal urbanism, and—above all—the transformation of the modern 
avant-garde, which engages in a ceaseless grappling to negotiate between the architect’s role as a 
social agent and the discipline’s exclusive aesthetic implications. These essays look critically at the 
context of socially engaged architecture: economic austerity, climate change, war, foreclosure, increas-
ing global poverty, microfinance, the evolving notions of professionalism, the changing conception 
of the public, social businesses based on nongovernmental organizations, and, finally, the growing 
academic interest in revisioning and sustaining utopia—architecture as a means of social change.

Structure of This Book

The essays are organized into eight themes. The opening section, “Engagement as Discourse,” dis-
cusses how architects and designers consider and perceive the potential and limits of the public 
sphere, the reciprocal relationship between citizens and professionals, and community and society in 
their work. This section investigates why it is important for the discipline to review the individual 
client–based model, to emphasize the abstract concept of collective society as a client, and to evalu-
ate the benefits these changes could bring to the discipline. The main questions of this section thus 
could be summarized as, can architecture and planning contribute to constructing and sustaining a 
new discourse of the public sphere in a true sense? The second section, “Targets of Engagement,” 
discusses how resource scarcity, poverty, and socioeconomic exclusion set the boundary conditions 
for design and how socially engaged architecture responds to those conditions. A core issue of this 
investigation is to understand how financial, ecological, and humanitarian crises set new targets for 
architecture.

The focus of the third section, “Structures of Engagement,” is on the ways in which formal 
and informal institutional structures—such as academic programs in universities, academic and 
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commercial publishers, awarding and granting agencies, and professional associations—disseminate 
knowledge about social engagement. This section argues that it is important for us to understand 
not only how knowledge is produced, who produces that knowledge, for what purpose, and under 
what context but also, and just as importantly, how that knowledge is managed through translocal 
and transcultural structures. The diffusion and dissemination of knowledge are essential for under-
standing how society eventually appropriates, accepts, and interprets knowledge about social engage-
ment. The fourth section, “Subjects of Engagement,” discusses spatial tactics of social engagement 
that attempts to include racial, political, and gender populations that have historically been excluded 
in the decision-making process. This section argues that such practices, using the idea of social 
engagement, are aimed at not only creating economic emancipation but also recognizing marginal 
subjectivities and devising a new kind of citizenship. The fifth section, “Tectonics of Engagement,” 
demonstrates how do-it-yourself projects, live projects, and design-build projects in academia and in 
architectural practice help to form a new mode of civic engagement and a new definition of citizen-
ship. This section shows that the visibility of the construction process and the people attached to that 
process plays an important role in how society values space as political tool.

The sixth section, “Environmental Engagement,” looks at the manifold relationships among com-
munity, the built environment, and nature and how socially engaged architecture transfers nature and 
climate from being abstract ideas into operative tools. This section contends that a critical inquiry is 
required to understand the politics of co-relating nature with disenfranchised communities. The sev-
enth section, “Mapping Engagement,” asserts the need for a critical survey of the diverse approaches 
of socially engaged architecture across the globe. Mapping and surveying are an essential part of 
creating a sense of the diverse and often contested ideas about social engagement in different coun-
tries. Essays in this section argue that the surveying of socially engaged architecture must be done 
in historical, political, and cultural contexts. Despite the methodological differences in different 
regions, this section shows that architecture’s turn toward the social and public good marks a com-
mon moment of architecture’s self-reflection—a moment of exit from purist ego, an exit from the 
comfort zone of the conventional professional model, and, finally, an exit from the trajectory of its 
self-acclaimed journey to an alternative future. The last section, “Engagement in Emergency,” exam-
ines the politics and working methodology of post-disaster settlements, refugee housing, ghettoes for 
illegal immigrants, shelters for war refugees, and the like. The section’s central focus is to investigate 
to what extent architecture can contribute to, and learn from, the issues regarding emergency and 
humanitarian crises.
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A social historian of architecture would argue (rightly, I think) that architecture is inevitably a social 
art. So in enquiring after social engagement, we are trying to isolate purposeful traditions of using 
architecture for drawing a greater number of people into political life, and better implementing 
architectural knowledge for the common good, even if that means de-emphasizing innovations in 
form and style. With this more targeted definition of social engagement, is it possible to map the 
architecture of social engagement?

The subject is so vast that it might be best to start with a conjectural outline, one in which 
architectures of social engagement shift tack much as the organization and ambitions of society 
itself change. Perhaps socially engaged architectures are the tools, tactics or diagrams through 
which we can observe the unfolding of a schematic history of modernizing societies, organized 
initially top-down (through noble power), then more laterally (through social contracts), and then 
bottom-up (from “the people”). This active construction of society has been necessarily some-
thing more ambitious than vernacular architecture, which, for all its qualities, posits no overt col-
lective social innovation. Indeed, social engagement is so ambitious as to resemble a dream-image 
of architecture, which we can quickly recount before flagging some of the problems it still faces 
in current practice.

Flattening

Let’s first consider the top-down design of social engagement. In one of the founding documents of 
both philosophy and utopian design, the ideal city imagined by Plato c. 380 bce would have been 
rigorously planned, physically and politically, as a mode of statecraft to guarantee the greater good. 
More pragmatically, Roman urbanism offered a program of temples, viaducts, forums, markets, agora 
and entertainments, the better to sustain quality of life, shared belief and myth, and civics. Statecraft-
by-design is renewed in the European Renaissance, seen in the Parisian urbanism of Henri IV in 
the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, to recall but one example, a keynote for civilizing 
design through to Baron Haussmann’s Paris in the nineteenth century.

But the “soft” top-down autocracy of glittering civic centers and high-tech infrastructure, though 
still promoted by today’s “starchitecture” and “smart cities,” is becoming unconvincing as a mode 
of social engagement for those contemporary architects most committed to the principle of social 
betterment. This is likely due to the long, slow “flattening” of ideal social organization. For example, 
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Christianity and Islam brought the divine closer to ordinary individuals, with a corresponding inti-
macy in pastoral provision through the hospitals and schools of mosques and monasteries. Here, too, 
was an origin of “community,” surely a key concept for a history of social engagement. In his pio-
neering sociology, Ferdinand Tönnies explained in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 
how social groupings maintain their feelings of togetherness through Gemeinschaft (community). 
Romanticism further suggested the existence of a binding “life-force,” a concept inherited by John 
Ruskin and William Morris from Friedrich Schiller, and eventually passed to the twentieth-century 
avant-garde.1

“Community” acquired an affective aesthetics through devices like bounded spaces—the court-
yards, cloisters, quadrangles and village greens of the Middle Ages became the Garden Cities and 
social housing of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, including the Settlement Houses 
(like Toynbee Hall in London, 1884), the German siedlung (like Bruno Taut and Martin Wagner’s 
1925–1933 Berlin Horseshoe Estate) and the more sensitive examples of welfare state design by 
members of Team X, such as Aldo van Eyck. The New Urbanism movement of the 1980s shifted 
the sensibility toward private market provision. A sense of community was affected through the 
revival of fraternal labor practices and mutualism from the Arts and Crafts movement on—Walter 
Gropius chose to name his 1945 office The Architects’ Collaborative—and in the reconsideration of 
the architect-client relationship through participatory architecture, exemplified in the work of Ralph 
Erskine in England, or the socialist Portuguese government’s SAAL (Local Ambulatory Support 
Service) experiment in the mid-1970s. Fusing space and practice, community gardens have been one 
of the most pervasive and benign forms of engagement since the 1970s (the New York City Parks 
Department, for example, launched a community gardening division, GreenThumb, in 1978).

A second “flattening” of ideal social organization was termed by Tönnies as that of Gesellschaft—
“society.” As the Garden City and Team X’s projects might be to Gemeinschaft, the nineteenth-
century wide streets programs of Europe’s congested cities and the tower blocks in the 1960s might 
be to Gesellschaft. If “community” is nostalgic for intimacy, “society” impersonally scales up, as its 
individual members surrender some independence to pursue the betterment of all as the best means 
to pursue their own interests, bound less by some organic identity than by social contract (identified 
in the seventeenth century by Thomas Hobbes, the initial inspiration for Tönnies’s studies).

Some compromise between Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft can be detected in the architecture of 
the Scandinavian welfare state and in the Progressivist architecture advocated in the United States 
from the 1920s on by Catherine Bauer, Lewis Mumford and others, seeking to combine the imper-
sonal efficiencies of planning with intimacies of scale and contact with nature. Progressive urban 
planning led by “strong mayors” has revived something of a Gesellschaft spirit in the early twenty-
first century—Enrique Peñalosa’s investments in Bogotá, Colombia, are one key example. But the 
high-water mark of social architecture probably remains the functionalism advocated by the Dessau 
Bauhaus during 1926–1933 and, prior to its dissolution into Team X, by CIAM (Congrès Inter-
nationaux d’Architecture Moderne, founded 1928), the better (it was argued, most famously by Le 
Corbusier) to deliver the benefits of scientific progress to the greater number, through the building 
by central government of expert-planned cities, schools, universities, hospitals and, above all, housing.

Postmodern Architectural Social Engagement

The postmodern turn since the 1960s against this long, modernizing legacy of urban beautifica-
tion and hygiene stemming from the Scientific Revolution, Enlightenment and Hegelianism has 
been well documented. With that turn, hastened by pressure from 1960s countercultures, came an 
increasing interest in the social and political dimensions of architectural practice, including among 
practitioners themselves. But much beyond its celebrated attacks on the most bureaucratic Gesellschaft 
architecture—the criticism led out by the 1961 publication of Jane Jacobs’s The Death and Life of 
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Great American Cities of Robert Moses’s plans for New York and of the housing project of Pruitt-
Igoe in St. Louis, and the eruption of Parisian protests in 1968 from the austerely planned campus of 
Nanterre University, and so forth—the precise contours of a postmodern architectural social engage-
ment remain surprisingly undefined. It might be, though, possible to make some general observations 
about postmodern architectural social engagement, which is, for all its lack of definition, a burgeon-
ing field.

The old architectural social engagement of nobility and social contracts could be visualized and 
planned in advance—through drawings, diagrams and quantification—and that option of a broad, 
civic social engagement was influentially sustained from the late 1960s on in the postmodern urban-
ism of Italian Tendenza, its hefty piazzas, arcades, blocks and towers a “memory” of collectivity in a 
fragmented political economy and built environment. But, mostly, postmodern architectural social 
engagement veers away from this traditional practice of design, and toward activism, pragmatism and 
praxis, in so far as it prefers action, in real space, in the now, engaging actors immediately, without its 
instigators presuming to program the future on behalf of others. Of innumerable possible case studies 
of this since the 1960s, we could stay in Italy to recall its “radical architecture” around the studios of 
Archizoom, Superstudio, Gruppo Strum and Gruppo 9999.

Postmodern architectural social engagement tends to reinvent welfare state and progressivist 
engagement as pure practice, still pursuing the fruits of community and society, but with minimal 
dependency on the apparatuses of communal and social authority (organized religion, states, corpora-
tions, political parties and the like). Dissensus is recognized as an inevitability that can be creatively 
channeled rather than artificially (and violently) homogenized. The 1969 participation of architects 
from the College of Environmental Design (the erstwhile center for Catherine Bauer’s social vision) in 
the anarchic People’s Park a few blocks away in Berkeley could be taken as a founding gesture of this 
tendency. Embedded among other social actors as participants, advocates and consultants, architects 
supposedly rescinded their visionary, vanguard role. Pursuing instead actually existing change rather 
than the symbolism to which even such redoubtable designers of social engagement as the Russian 
constructivists of the 1920s had to resort (revived still more symbolically in postmodern deconstruc-
tivism), the supersession of vanguardism supposedly put paid to modernism. Or did it? It could also be 
the case that as an instigator of social engagement without the state—without, even, a clear political 
mandate—the postmodern architecture of social engagement has been astonishingly vanguard.

In practice, though, the pursuit of pro bono supplements to ordinary professional design practice 
became close to rote, part and parcel of architectural education since the 1960s (the design-build ini-
tiatives of Yale, under the deanship of Charles Moore, were one origin). This “outsourcing” of “the 
social” to an architectural “voluntary sector” seems at once deeply compatible with the monetarist 
and neoliberal “rollbacks” of progressivist and welfare state social provisions, and a noble reminder of 
social possibility and obligation crudely ground under by the instatement of the market as the sole 
arbiter of value.

Tactics of Contemporary Architectural Social Engagement

By way of initiating a mental map of the tactics of contemporary architectural social engagement, 
we might very briefly recall some of its most iconic recent examples. Largely nongovernmental, and 
questioning of architecture’s purpose as a social art, these examples can claim lineage to the reigni-
tion of the discipline’s “conscience” in the 1960s and 1970s, ever more reflexive to the neoliberal 
“rollbacks” of progressivist and welfare state social provisions, as though architecture itself survives as 
a benefactor, still attendant to community and social need.

At Quinta Monroy, Chile, 2016 Pritzker Prize laureate Alejandro Aravena and his studio, Ele-
mental, settled squatters in permanent, legal, community-oriented housing in 2003 that has since 
been completed by the occupants. This we might use as an illustration of a self-help approach, which 
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historically drew upon 1960s architectural studies of Latin American squatter settlements (barriadas) 
by John Turner, by the 1965–1974 PREVI experiment (Proyecto Experimental de Vivienda) in 
Lima, Peru, in the Habitat programs started by the United Nations in 1978 after a series of confer-
ences, and in the fieldwork of NGOs.

Brad Pitt’s 2007 “Make It Right” project is a prominent instance of another strategy, which 
we might call philanthropic voluntarism. Pitt conscripted “starchitects” like Frank Gehry, Morphosis 
and MVRDV to build sustainable contemporary homes in the predominantly African American 
district wiped out in New Orleans when Hurricane Katrina overcame inadequate infrastructure 
in 2005. Elsewhere in the American South, Rural Studio, founded in Alabama in 1993, assigns 
design-build teams of students to create ultra-low-cost houses and community structures for the 
rural poor, often with salvaged materials, so that the new structures join up social engagement with 
that other political keynote of contemporary design, sustainability (Make It Right uses extensive 
solar energy).

City streets have been “reclaimed,” through an annual meter-feeding Parking Day, by “parklet” 
public space created from parking lanes and parking spaces, a tactic (now spread worldwide) initiated 
in San Francisco in 2005 by architectural practice Rebar. It is a mode of what has become known as 
tactical urbanism, institutionalizing the spontaneous diversion of public space from functional circu-
lation to creative amenity. Once a proposition of avant-gardes like situationism, and a familiar sight 
of the revolutionary occupations of the 1960s, this “hacking” of event-space can be logged as a further 
strategy of postmodern architectural social engagement—of an “expanded architecture” that follows 
the lead of other “expanded” media of the 1960s and 1970s in the making of sites, rather than the 
reproduction of existing media. It reads space, infrastructure and capital as a ready-made waiting to 
be redirected.

There are surely more strategies of postmodern social engagement we could describe, but for 
the moment we can close the account with one more, in which we find markets and consumption 
revisited as media of social engagement. The resurgence in the last four decades of farmers markets 
recalls a Jeffersonian ideal (especially in North America) of agrarian markets, outside of corporate 
control. Serving as renewed market squares—with their deep ancestry, via piazzas, to the forum and 
agora—farmers markets model an ideal of (literally) grassroots change, especially when coupled with 
urban farming.

The Political Economy of Contemporary Architectural  
Social Engagement

The revanchist and vanguard social engagement of these four strategies is symptomatic of a loss of 
faith in large-scale organization that has overtaken the left and right alike since the 1960s—at once 
a response to, and abetting of, the withdrawal of states and corporations from their historic modern 
role of social management.

The macroeconomic background story to this is that of the turn from Keynesianism to  neoliberalism— 
of counter-cyclical investments by the state in housing, say, become gentrification and market-rate 
housing. Simultaneously, constituencies supportive of socialist and centrist safety nets have been 
persuaded to believe in entrepreneurialism, be it via the medium of the market, or the social enter-
prise of community activism, or by informal networks carried by information technology. Several 
generations of architects have been encouraged to turn away from governance by an impressive 
intellectual skepticism spread dizzyingly across the political and philosophical spectrum—from the 
classical liberalism of Friedrich von Hayek to the activism of Jane Jacobs and the design meth-
ods of Horst Rittel; from the neo-Marxism of Henri Lefebvre and Manfredo Tafuri to the post- 
structuralism of Michel Foucault, Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari; from the constructionism of 
Bruno Latour to the political and aesthetic philosophy of Jacques Rancière.
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The challenge for architectural social engagement became to forge social bonds without resort-
ing to control. Though postmodern social engagement in part reacted against the far left of 1960s 
counterculture, there is in it the specter of a revived anarchism—of a conviction that we, the people, 
know how to organize and cooperate, a conviction that had been ground under and made invisible 
by the very planning to which anarchism contributed (at its inception, by Patrick Geddes). The 
capacity to organize and cooperate had been superseded by corporate and state technocracy, it was 
widely assumed in the 1960s, prompting a gloomy, post-1968 despair at the capacity of architecture 
to bring change, assuming architecture was only ever scripted by the perpetual upheaval of capitalist 
development—its gestures in effect safely contained by grids and networks of the city and, below 
that, by the capitalist economic base, over which architecture had little control beyond the capacity 
of architects to affect social-democratic governmental policy through land use and housing design.2

In the last half-century, though, the beguiling architectural alternative to a conventional parlia-
mentary and bureaucratic politics that would produce drawings, diagrams and quantification has 
been (we might argue) a politics by milieu—that is, by the live making of preferred situations (houses 
for the dispossessed, social space instead of traffic, productive land instead of wasteland etc.) that 
activate new coalitions and redirect resources. In positing architecture as politics, the relevance of 
the architectural discipline is revived, and though its power may never again be as extensive as it was 
when directing urban projects wholesale, its moral authority is deepened, revealing space as action-
able by all, and architecture as praxis, not the imposition of hegemony.

The architectural discipline can therefore inculcate an ideology in its shirtsleeved students (if 
less so in its pressed-shirt practitioners servicing neoliberal growth) that architecture does good, and 
that the discipline’s revived compassion recalls the origins of social engagement in religion and 
communitarianism. The ingress of theories of political autonomy (notably from the 1970s Italian 
extra-parliamentary left) simultaneously put the design discipline somewhere near the forefront of 
contemporary political theory, a trajectory peaking with architectural sympathies for the Arab Spring 
in 2010–2011, with the 2011 Occupy movement, with the 2013 protests in Turkey and Brazil, with 
the movements in the urban squares of Greece and Spain, and with the application of architectural 
methods to the critical study of the security apparatus in sites such as Israel.

Political Limits to Architectural Social Engagement

Nonetheless, it is probably politically most realistic to pursue an architecture of political engagement— 
not as political engagement. That’s to say, postmodern architectural social engagement is likely bet-
ter when positioned as an instrument of a larger politics, just as architecture was an instrument of 
the politics of social contracts and noble power earlier in history. To focus wholly on architecture-
as-change may well shore up the identity of the discipline, even as the definition of architecture 
expands, yet history is also in the making all around architecture—an architectural parti likely will 
not outflank a political party. This is because the contexts in which architecture operates produce 
huge challenges for social engagement: the diminutive scale of its impact, and the difficulty of 
riding, or outflanking, a capitalist political-economic system that resists any definition of social 
justice (i.e., of the fair and just relation between the individual and society) that cannot be met 
through markets.

Regarding impact, for instance, many residents of Hale County, Alabama, have been given shelter 
by Rural Studio, and parklets have served as placeholders for expanded sidewalks in San Francisco. 
But the footprint of these architectures remains nonetheless limited. These commendable archi-
tectures of social responsibility have to be limited to those few and tiny sites where architects can 
provide free or reduced-rate labor (sometimes building as well as designing) with charitable ben-
efactors. They operate at a radically different physical and economic scale to the built environment 
at large, and usually avoid the key cost of building, which is high-value land. That this might be a 
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limitation inherent to pragmatic micro-engagement was deftly recognized and then flipped by the 
title of the 2010 Museum of Modern Art show promising Small Scale, Big Change: New Architectures 
of Social Engagement, which implied some deep local effect, or an impact that might be multiplied 
through repetition by others (e.g., through the Architecture for Humanity charity, now the Open 
Architecture Collaborative). But these architectures are largely unsupported by the political and eco-
nomic forces driving socially uneven and inequitable development in the first place (Make It Right 
seems unlikely to seed the recovery of the Lower Ninth Ward, and like Rural Studio, it must in the 
meantime manage a racial asymmetry with its clients while remaining vigilant about paternalistic 
and colonial roles). And where an expanded social engagement architecture uses social media, the 
architect must first ensure near-universal access—but how?

Indeed, one problem for a convincing architecture of social engagement is to offer properly 
“counter-hegemonic” alternatives when “social engagement,” in its varying definitions, is a white-
hot commodity: the standard sociological definition of social engagement is an individual’s degree of 
participation in a community or society, which almost elides with the social media design paradigm 
of Silicon Valley that is mostly committed to the expansion of capitalism, with probably uneven 
effects across race and class, and with an increasingly distorting effect on politics much-analyzed fol-
lowing the 2016 U.S. election.

Architectures of social engagement are then particularly likely to find themselves along the fault 
line of “criticality” and “post-criticality” in architecture. Even Occupy, one of the most convincing 
hosts for architectural criticality (as it ruptured business-as-usual in favor of its “mic check” delibera-
tions on collective issues), is questioned in retrospect for the ease with which some of its tech-savvy 
participants moved across roles into highly remunerated jobs in tech and finance. In this, social 
engagement is akin to the pragmatist Progressivism of the early twentieth century. Because culture, 
politics and action are indeed fluid, and must be acted on from within, prior to any future utopian 
realignment, many architectures of social engagement try to be fastidiously apolitical, or politically 
coy, or post-political, allowing them to maintain institutional support and avoid official censure, but 
at the cost of avoiding direct engagement in unequal political and economic structures. Most regret-
tably, it could abet those structures—this has been the concern of observers linking urban livability, 
renewed through tactical urbanism, with gentrification, and of critics who associate humanitarian 
architecture with the maintenance of statelessness and neoliberal economic restructuring.

What Next for Architectural Social Engagement?

Social engagement must then stay abreast of the changing historical contexts that it aspires to modify. 
If, up to 2016, the bugbear of social engagement architects was the social, economic, racial and 
climatic inequality and unsustainability of globalized neoliberal growth (e.g., how to ameliorate 
the shortage of affordable housing in global cities), as of 2016 social engagement architecture must 
face, in numerous regions, the far-right, neo-nationalist answer to those very same questions. That 
postmodern architectural social engagement had left some practitioners ideologically unprepared for 
this latest political reality was suggested in the statement issued by a small U.S. practice in defense 
of its submission to the Trump Administration’s 2017 Request for Proposals (RFP) for a wall built 
between the United States and Mexico: “Given our tools as architects, what can we, as practition-
ers, do to redirect the conversation to a more humane and aesthetically aware border infrastructure, 
material and otherwise?”3

The answer to this question surely is not to cooperate with the proposal, even “critically.” Naïve 
pragmatism risks appeasing political forces likely hostile to the social flattening and humanism of 
architectural social engagement, feigning political neutrality even as the enemies of humanistic archi-
tectural engagement learn how to argue architecturally—“I think the wall is a noble and wonderful 
project to enforce the integrity of our country” counters one respondent to a journalist’s dismay that 
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architects would submit to the RFP for the Border Wall.4 One of the perils of Tönnies’s Gemein-
schaft (community) was that community necessarily excludes, and it can moreover be appropriated 
by nationalism. The slippage was illustrated by a 2017 “Irrigation Wall” proposal for desalination 
infrastructure, a winning entry for a competition to reconceptualize the wall.5 It was a clever enough 
idea and execution and yet, without apparent irony, the winning competition entry separated agri-
cultural workers by high mesh fencing, and 1960s-style collage techniques pasted in picnickers at a 
farmers market. The possibility of mass resistance to a border wall was presented already parceled out.

To the degree that a right-drifting politics can be met in the near term by architectural social 
engagement, it will likely be through insisting on core services (the money-saving loss of clean 
water to Flint, Michigan, in 2014 was an astonishing reminder of the fragility of our social contract), 
migrant and refugee sanctuary and, beyond that, through expanded architectures of coalition and 
communication. The more architecturally enjoyable practices of social interaction can be restored, 
stronger, as soon as everyone can safely take part. But it might in the meantime be necessary to prin-
cipally approach social engagement collectively, not architecturally.
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What If . . . or Toward a 
Progressive Understanding of 
Socially Engaged Architecture

Tatjana Schneider

My bookshelf is filled with books, exhibition catalogues and project documentations that carry 
names such as Urban Catalyst, Urban Pioneers, The Other Architect, What Design Can Do, Tactical Urban-
ism: Short-Term Action for Long-Term Change, Design for the 99%, Design Like You Give a Damn, Start-Up 
City, Happy City, Urban Acupuncture, Future Practice, Uneven Growth: Tactical Urbanisms for Expanding 
Megacities, Good Deeds, Inclusive Urbanization, Good Design: Community Service Through Architecture, 
Where Are the Utopian Visionaries?: Architecture of Social Exchange, Small Scale, Big Change: New Architec-
tures of Social Engagement and AFRITECTURE—Building Social Change. The list goes on.

The books’ titles almost speak for themselves. The story they tell might be particular to this part 
of my bookshelf; it might be giving away where my interest lies or the field I am interested in, but 
I don’t think this captures all there is to it—the sheer number of publications indicate a different  
narrative—one that is about a growing interest in the role that design can play in the reimagination 
of the production of space along ethical, communitarian and equitable principles. They are all about 
the hope—in one form or another—that cities can be constructed from below, that every little bit 
helps. Some of the strong recurring themes of those publications and the theories they put forward 
concern situatedness, embeddedness and the challenging of class or patriarchal relationships. They 
talk about the importance of relationships and processes before they engage material concerns, which 
often are secondary to the declared need for spaces and buildings to have social impact. There is 
talk of social justice through spatial interventions. Interventions in urban interstices are celebrated as 
beholding the power to trigger change. We find claims about resilient forms of design  combatting—
among other things—climate change. And, other authors who argue that a choice of a specific mate-
rial might contribute to less inequality. The excitement I felt when some of these books first came 
out, however, has given way to a growing unease, skepticism and sometimes-polemic response when 
I’m alerted to the release of yet another publication in this field. It might seem strange that one could 
feel troubled about projects that critique the profession’s unreconstructed structures, architectural 
pedagogy’s reliance on images, or developments that counter the construction of global sameness. 
Yet, I can’t get rid of this suspicion that what’s been termed the ‘social turn’ in architecture has, in fact, 
not managed to go beyond its good intentions. On the contrary, the naivety of some of the projects 
(that was so seductive to begin with) has come to play into the hands of those very neoliberalist and 
commodifying forces it was critical of to begin with. The radical nature of the urban beach-bar, the 
pop-up cinema, meanwhile uses, modes of participation and the development of process-based strat-
egies have seemingly been absorbed by the marketing and branding mechanisms of the ‘corporate  
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city’—fully integrated by city elites into event management structures that churn out one biennial 
and triennial after another. With history repeating itself (think about the counter-spaces produced 
and counter-events performed by Coop Himmelb(l)au in the 1960s and 1970s and their absorption 
into popular culture) one could ask why the current ‘social turn’ should end up any different. Why 
should today’s social architecture, contrary to its earlier incarnation, manage to escape the clutches of 
hegemonic productions of space—even if we wished it to?

All this speaks of an enormous dilemma. On the one hand, social engagement offers the real 
possibility of actualizing the (theoretical) desire to make the world an equitable place with the aid 
of design—an ambition articulated by professionals, professional bodies and schools of architecture 
alike. On the other hand, however, spatial disciplines are fundamentally dependent on mechanisms 
outside of their control, including but not limited to ownership structures, political decision making 
and financial markets. Given this context, it could be asked if spaces of hope exist today that suggest 
a transformative potential of and for social engagement. And, if they exist, where can they be found 
and how can they be nurtured?

Drawing on Friedrich Engels’s description of ‘universal emancipation’ through a form of pro-
duction focused on the public good (he talks about the socialized appropriation of the means of 
production) and Henri Lefebvre’s theorization of spaces of ‘maximal difference’ the remainder of 
this text aims to sketch out the contours of a possible view of a production of space that is neither 
entrapped by structure nor naïve about its capability to make a difference (Awan, Schneider, and 
Till 2011, 31). Acknowledging the historical and complex underpinnings that architecture is a 
discipline that serves, I propose here an agonistic encounter of architecture’s ethics with Donna 
Haraway’s (2014) call for the cultivation of response-ability, or the realm of “rendering each other 
capable.” This aims to mobilize other imaginaries for architecture’s political economy by opening 
up juxtapositions, concurrences and alternate trajectories that, sometimes, might find themselves 
in parallel development.

Situating Architecture and Social Engagement

Connecting social engagement to architecture entails particular associations, but despite its frequent 
use, the meaning of socially engaged architecture and social engagement in architecture remains 
ambiguous. Hence, it is important to ask what exactly professionals and researchers mean when 
talking about ‘social engagement’ and, equally, what is suggested when they talk about ‘architecture’. 
References to ‘architecture’ can be about the practice of architecture, its field of operation and the 
discipline. When connoting a certain formal and physical output, it can be about a small shelter, a 
housing complex, a hospital or an airport. More broadly, architecture can also refer to the design 
of systems and networks but also delineates a field of knowledge and ideas. ‘Social engagement’ is 
equally multifaceted. It suggests participation and alludes to notions of community. ‘Social engage-
ment’ is, simultaneously, an activity as it is a theory that is charged with the dynamics of collective 
versus individual, action versus inaction, community versus isolation, public versus private, resilient 
versus weak, transformative versus universal, sustainable versus unsustainable, process versus form.

What, then, is an architecture of social engagement? What is socially engaged architecture? Where 
and how it is practised? Is there a difference between an architecture that is socially engaged—
inscribing agency into the physicality, materiality or spatiality of a building or process—and a socially 
engaged architect—someone whose actions might be defined by a certain framework or ideology? 
What, if any, are the consequences for someone practicing socially engaged architecture? Given 
the widespread use of the term ‘socially engaged architecture’, one must further ask: whose social 
engagement? Where does it take place? And, most importantly, given architecture’s dependency on 
other decisions and mechanisms of control, what are the possibilities and capacities of the mobiliza-
tion of the term in theory and practice?
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Social engagement has found increased exposure in many disciplines in recent years. It is the fields 
of design, and here in particular the disciplines that focus on the production of space, that have come 
to deploy social engagement in a variety of ways. Despite the differences in use, there are also striking 
similarities. In particular, in fields of architecture, urban design and planning, the utilization of the 
term ‘social engagement’ refers to an interest in how spatial forms interact with, determine, inhabit 
or enable social processes. The recent ‘social turn’ in art and architecture draws much on the more 
sustained discussions around the ‘spatial turn(s)’ in human and cultural geography and challenges, in 
a similar fashion, long-held disciplinary attitudes and codes of conduct. Some suggest that the rise of 
socially engaged architecture ought to be understood as a fundamental critique of the architectural 
profession (Solomon 2012). Socially engaged architecture, then, often refers to a range of approaches, 
methods, attitudes and tactics; some call it “conscious planning” (Gatsby 2014), while others discuss 
a practice’s “belief and commitment to the social value of architecture” (Active Social Architecture 
2015). The architectural critic Justin McGuirk (2014) talks about “designing social change” that 
shifts focus away from the traditional focus of architectural production to other geographies and 
needs (Moises and Lepik 2013). And, for others yet, socially engaged architecture is solely about 
creating “excellent work in the public interest and to contribute to the high quality design of the 
public realm” (Institute for Public Architecture 2016). Regardless of underlying motivation, socially 
engaged architecture has come to stand for ‘small but impactful’ and ‘people-centered’, but, at the 
same time, it is being championed by powerful cultural organizations, including the Guggenheim, the 
Museum of Modern Art in New York, the Smithsonian Institute and the Rockefeller Foundation.

It is here that I want to frame architecture, and with it also socially engaged architecture, within 
some of its more substantial constraints. The urban theorist Lawrence Vale writes of cities as com-
plex and intricately planned things. Cities, he (Vale 2014, 195) suggests, “are not uniform landscapes 
of randomly distributed persons but are, instead, organized in ways that both produce and reflect 
underlying socio-economic disparities”. The organization of these varied and composite landscapes, 
the sociologist Fran Tonkiss (2013, 3) enforces, its

distributions and densities of population; housing stock, public buildings and places of work and 
consumption; the design of transport systems and other services; the balance between public 
and private space; the relation of the city to its environment are products of social, economic 
and political designs for the city.

In other words, only after wide-ranging and strategic decisions have been made about the lay-
out of roads or the zoning of areas, will these smaller parceled sites become, as Tonkiss (2013, 3) 
says, “products of architects or designers”. This point is pivotal for this discussion here. The built 
and social environment, she contends, is fixed before smaller components—pocket parks, primary 
schools, office buildings, housing estates, community centers, museums or swimming pools—are 
slotted into an already preexisting design of physical and nonphysical, visible and non-visible infra-
structure. If fundamental infrastructural decisions have already been taken well in advance of an 
architect’s appointment, how can there be any claim for architecture to have an effect beyond its 
most immediate context? How does this understanding of cities as landscapes of essentially pre-
configured and determined sites of intervention chime architecture’s ambition to ‘make the world 
a better place’? It doesn’t, the editors of Scapegoat, a journal on architecture, landscape and political 
economy, argue. Architecture is little more, Adrian Blackwell and Etienne Turnpin (2010, 1) say, but 
“subtle and consistent attempts to express determined property relations as open aesthetic possibili-
ties”. In this reading, architecture’s role is one of beautifying, glossing over and camouflaging power 
and other relations at best. At worst, however, architecture and buildings become the material mani-
festation of fundamental socioeconomic inequalities: they turn, as Lefebvre (1997) writes, into justi-
fications of privilege.1 Accordingly, buildings and spaces more generally are signifiers of underlying 
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social, political and economic systems. They are at the same time a result of a chain of commands as 
much as they come to represent the values of the system that created them in the first place. Tonkiss 
(2013, 8) speaks of buildings as “the tip of an iceberg”, expressive of the underlying systems in both 
an aesthetic and a socioeconomic sense. Bound to and intertwined with these complex processes 
and the capital that makes spaces possible, this state of dependence emphasizes key questions about 
the internal and external dynamics of architecture, and socially engaged architecture in particular. 
Given socially engaged architecture’s declared scope of operation within the realm of social change, 
how can it—in this context of dependency on the other—facilitate other kinds of social, spatial and 
economic relations? Is socially engaged architecture not equally entrenched in the same systems, the 
same structures and mechanisms of production and finance?

Encounters With Universal Emancipation  
and the Powers of Social Practices

Forms or processes of making spaces might seem abstract. However, as Tonkiss (2013, 8) argues, 
while they might be harder to individualize, they are “not less social”. By extension, this accepts 
that space is made—meta-level decisions of policy or micro-level everyday adaptations—through 
social processes. Regardless of the outcome of the processes—whether they might be a motorway 
or expandable fruit stall; a health center or makeshift toilet floats; a resettlement scheme or self-
organized garbage collection—all processes are social. In Tonkiss’s initial outline of the term ‘social’ 
it straightforwardly refers to interactions between people; it does not classify the qualitative nature 
of the interactions or processes that take place when making decisions but states a matter of fact: 
processes that take place or are carried out in society and in-between people are social by their very 
nature. Where does this leave socially engaged architecture? If Tonkiss’s argument holds true, is not 
all architecture socially engaged?

Raymond Williams (1976), in his seminal book Keywords: A Vocabulary of Culture and Society, 
points out that the term ‘social’ is more than a neutral or abstract container. He writes that there are 
two radically different ways to understand it, though. In its first sense, social “was the merely descrip-
tive term for society in its now predominant sense of the system of common life” (Williams 1976, 
286). The second sense, however, denotes ‘social’ as an “emphatic and distinguishing term, explicitly 
contrasted with individual and especially individualist theories of society” (Williams 1976, 286). 
Williams argues that ‘social’ in the second sense came to be deployed in a very distinct way whereby 
“a competitive, individualist form of society—specifically, industrial capitalism and the system of 
wage-labor—was seen as the enemy of truly social forms.” Williams does not refer to the works of 
the political theorist and social commentator Friedrich Engels (1820–1895) directly in this section. 
However, Williams’s latterly described meaning of ‘social’ draws heavily on Engels’s work and in 
particular his book Socialism: Utopian and Scientific (1892), where he outlines the consequences of the 
changes that occurred in the mechanisms of production during industrialization. Despite the historic 
nature of this reference, it offers constructive insight that is relevant to today’s discussions around 
socially engaged architecture and an emerging type of progressive praxis.2

Engels, writing at the outgoing nineteenth century, is interested in the relationship between 
worker and product in the context of widespread mechanization of the tools of production. He 
(Engels 1892, 308) describes in detail how, during the Industrial Revolution a century earlier, spaces 
of labor changed (from workshops to mills) along with the means and mechanisms of production 
(from spinning wheel to spinning-machine) and the nature of the product (from individually crafted 
to joint product of many workers). Engels (1892, 308) describes the work taking place in these new 
spaces of labor (the mills and factories) as “social acts” and the ways of operating as “social produc-
tion”. For him, these forms of social production, however, were problematic because of the wider 
economic and political structures they were embedded in: the capitalistic appropriation of social 
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production. Enslaved by capitalist forces of production, workers are, as Engels argues, reduced to 
mere wageworkers—with others controlling the means of productions as well as the commodities 
produced.3 In order to regain control over these processes and their own social interrelations, he calls 
for a fundamental transformation of the forces of production through social ownership or the social 
appropriation of production—in fact a transfer of these products into public property. This, in brief, 
is Engels’s way of achieving what Williams describes as “truly social forms”. The ‘problem’ is not the 
factory as such but the relationships of power that are inscribed in the ownership of the means of and 
mechanisms of production. By re-formation of the power structures and the re-association of ‘social’ 
with a different way of structuring processes of making and doing, Engels suggests that the result-
ant political economy that emerges is distinct in that it benefits not just the owners of the means of 
production but all those who produce it. Engels (1892, 325) calls this shift “universal emancipation”.

In architectural discourse, universal emancipation has been criticized as “[untenable] metanarra-
tive” due to modernism’s link to “modernization understood as social progress” (Larson 1993, 251). 
Despite this, I wish to present it here as a productive term that not so much describes a movement 
or theory of the contemporary surge of social engagement. Instead, I aim to discuss ‘universal eman-
cipation’ in the context of a wider contemporary discussion that has been liberal in the mobilization 
of the terminology of social engagement. Focusing on ‘emancipation’, I argue, enables a perspective 
of socially engaged architecture that engages the very core of production—including but not lim-
ited to the production of space. Following Engels, it could be argued that rather than focusing on 
the methods, approaches, aims and motivations for socially engaged architecture, it might be more 
fruitful to unravel their difference, or indeed indifference, to the (social) contradictions of capitalistic 
production methods. The starting point for the actualization of social production in Engels’s terms 
lies, as Karl Marx points out, in the conscious solidarizing and mutualizing of the very social practices 
that make the capitalistic political economy.4 The capacity to change, both Engels and Marx argue, 
rests with social practices: they hold the power to realize a political economy that is based on true 
social production. Capitalism, it follows, is not an abstract force but is made and remade by social 
practices. By extension, and in the words of J. K. Gibson-Graham (Casco 2016), the economy then 
“is something we do, and not just something that does things to us”. Social practices—we—have 
the power to influence and change these forces. This is especially valid today, when practices that 
present alternatives to the capitalistic metanarrative “are no longer simply jottings in the margins of a 
central text about global neo-liberalization” (Gibson-Graham 2006, vii–viii) but occupy debates and 
discourse and the wider realm of action.

Does architecture have a role to play in this discourse? Well, it depends. Until very recently the 
discourse on distributed and diverse economies was almost exclusively led by scholars in manage-
ment studies, geography, anthropology, sociology and activism. Architecture did not seem to exist 
as part of these discussions because of its all too close links to structures of power, described either 
as something that is expressive of underlying systems (Tonkiss 2013) or as a signifier for “durability, 
stability and persistence” that through these qualities communicates “greater purchase on social real-
ity than more ephemeral phenomena” (Gibson-Graham 2006, 255). Architecture (including socially 
engaged architecture), understood as a practice and product that is in the thrall of these structures and 
powers, has little to contribute to the discourse of emancipation.

Yet, there is another possible reading of architecture that borrows from J. K. Gibson-Graham’s 
study of capitalism. She (2006, 256) states that “[u]nderstood as a unified system or structure, Capi-
talism is not ultimately vulnerable to local and partial efforts at transformation.” As an “uncentered 
aggregate of practices” (2006, 255), however, capitalism breaks down into different ‘manageable’ 
and much less intimidating components and its re-formation, all of a sudden, moves into the realm 
of possibility. Breaking up the monstrous whole through segmentation results in a loss of its seem-
ingly totalizing power and allows for different types of economies—previously only in existence in 
the mathematical margins. The other, which before comprised only small fractions here and there, 
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can now, in this scenario, sit alongside other fractions. If translated to the field of architecture, or 
the production of space more widely, this understanding points to the possibility of addressing the 
seemingly unified system of architecture in a similar fashion. When architecture stands for expertism 
as well as patriarchy, elitism, protectionism, complicity and sexism, then—once disaggregated into 
distinct parts—each of these segments can be equally re-formed through (performative) interven-
tions by (social) practices. This, indeed, does not address architecture’s dependency on other forces 
within the wider systems of social and spatial planning as discussed by Tonkiss or Vale. Yet, it points 
to the real possibility that these forces—if understood in Graham-Gibson’s terms—are not mono-
lithic and impenetrable but made up of multiple and diverse factors. Subsequently, each of those 
parts and segments can then become the focus for suggested re-formations and new imaginaries. Is, 
after all, the optimism that has been invested in the diverse architectures of the social turn justified? 
Can the multitude of examples of what alternative spatial futures might look like—from urban gar-
dening to community action and from coproduced planning documents to self-managed housing 
 developments—produce something that is more than the sum of its parts?

Induced Minimal or Produced Maximal Difference

Post-structuralist discourse sees hope in the infinite fragmentation of concerns. There is, as Shmu-
ely (2008, 222) argues, “possibility for virtually anything that might contingently emerge”. From 
this point of view, even the smallest and most fleeting of interventions is important as it produces 
spaces for the articulation of this difference. Are all those spaces socially produced in the sense that 
social practices make them? Yes, certainly. The key question, however, is a different one. Consider 
Engels again. In this context, the question is not so much about the type of practice that produces 
the intervention, but its intent. Instead, the question is about whether those diverse architectures 
knowingly go beyond their own limits and solidarize with other social practices in order to propose 
emancipatory spaces that also address the means of production. Neil Brenner, in discussing proposals 
exhibited as part of the 2015 MoMA exhibition Uneven Growth: Tactical Urbanisms for Expanding Meg-
acities, further argues that the redesign of urban spaces needs to go hand in hand with the redesign of 
institutions. Only then, Brenner (2015) says, can other forms of architecture and urbanism “become 
effective as tools for envisioning alternatives to the neoliberal city”. This, arguably, is crucial if socially 
engaged architecture is to avoid the trap of continuing to “promote a profit-oriented, speculation-
driven growth model” (Brenner 2015).

To further this line of thought on how specific types of socially engaged architecture can imple-
ment new imaginaries while at the same time avoiding naïve articulations of their possibilities to 
effect change, I am mobilizing Henri Lefebvre’s notion of minimal and maximal differences, and that 
between induced and produced differences. Lefebvre (1991, 372) writes,

Within logico-mathematical sets, the difference between one and one (the first one and the sec-
ond one) is strictly minimal: the second differs from the first only by virtue of the iteration that 
gives rise to it. By contrast, the difference between finite cardinal and ordinal numbers on the 
one hand and transfinite cardinal and ordinal numbers on the other is a maximal difference. An 
induced difference remains within a set or system generated according to a particular law. It is in 
fact constitutive of that set or system: for example, in numerical sets, the difference between the 
successive elements generated by iteration or recurrence. Similarly: the diversity between villas 
in a suburb filled with villas; or between different “community facilities”; or, again, variations 
within a particular fashion in dress, as stipulated by that fashion itself. By contrast, a produced 
difference presupposes the shattering of a system; it is born of an explosion; it emerges from the 
chasm opened up when a closed universe ruptures.
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Following Williams and Engels, the difference between socially engaged practice and true socially 
engaged practice could emerge from a mobilization of Lefebvre’s distinction between minimal 
induced and maximal produced difference. When the former alludes to spaces that are easily appro-
priated by the structures and logic they wish to escape and simply represent “differences internal to 
the dominant form of space” (Lefebvre 1991, 374), the latter “escape[s] the system’s rule” (Lefebvre 
1991, 382). To produce spaces of maximal produced difference, in other words, “implies a fundamen-
tal social transformation” (Goonewardena et al. 2008, 292). The question shifts yet again. What needs 
to be asked instead is how true socially engaged practices can contribute to actualizing maximal 
produced difference.

The Issue of Ownership and Property

Neil Brenner (2015) writes, “[t]here is no doubt . . . that design has a fundamental role to play in 
defending vulnerable populations and neighborhoods against further disempowerment, disposses-
sion, and spatial displacement.” Yet, as he (Brenner 2015) continues to point out,

tactical urbanisms appear more likely to bolster neoliberal urbanisms by temporarily alleviating 
(or perhaps merely displacing) some of their disruptive social and spatial effects, but without 
interrupting the basic rule-regimes associated with market-oriented, growth-first urban devel-
opment, and without challenging the foundational mistrust of governmental institutions that 
underpins the neoliberal project.

As Lefebvre before him, Brenner too points to the need for a shift in focus onto systems— 
planning—to be accompanied by robust spatial propositions that support, foster and nurture “alterna-
tive futures based on grassroots democracy and social justice” (Brenner 2015). To use Fran Tonkiss’s 
metaphor, this articulates the necessity of the social transformation of the entire iceberg— including 
the non-visible and difficult-to-judge portion that true socially engaged architecture ought to 
engage with. Yet, how does one get there? David Harvey (2012, 125) argues that radical transforma-
tion of the system cannot be achieved by relying on radical small-group visions, which, as he says, 
“are impossible to operationalize at the scale of a metropolitan region, let alone for the 7 billion 
people who now inhabit planet earth”. Despite the larger problematic, however, I would argue that 
Graham-Gibson’s undoing of ‘the’ system points to a different role for the small-group and small-
scale visions. Dismissing them so easily simply because there is no strategy (yet) for operationalizing 
and actualizing the lessons gained from these schemes on different scales seems hasty at best. And 
yet, in the context of ceaseless appropriation of these projects by creative city discourses, mobilizing 
them effectively could, as Brenner (2015) puts it, lead to “a broader assault on neoliberal urbanism”. 
Here arises a further issue. I have already established that it is unhelpful to define capitalism or neo-
liberal urbanism as a monolithic and colossal enemy. Doing so immediately diminishes the potency 
of anything that is not as immense. Equally, dismissing architecture as ineffectual means falling into 
the same trap of accumulating and solidifying a range of diverse practices into one umbrella term. 
This does not mean, however, that architectural practices that engage robustly in questions of wider 
social transformation can be employed as miracle cures. They can’t be ‘flown-in’ and ‘injected’ and 
neither can they be ‘decanted’ and simply ‘pulled out’ of a drawer when needed. All of those tactics 
play into the hands and bolster rather than undermine segments of neoliberal urbanism. When prac-
tices become employed in such manner, socially engaged architecture, as much as other architectures, 
remains “a tool of capital” (de Graaf 2015), maintains its role in expressing “determined property 
relations as open aesthetic possibilities” (Blackwell and Turpin 2010), and persists in being “complicit 
in a real-estate market that exacerbates social inequality” (Smith 2016).
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The social transformation implicit in Lefebvre’s notion of spaces of produced maximal  difference—
one could also call it the implementation of spaces that support solidarity, mutuality and practices of 
commoning—though, is a thorny issue. After all, a large proportion of architectural practice remains 
focused on clients who are, predominantly, private landowners and privatized associations rather than 
public bodies who tend to control the means of production, including finance and land. If “property 
is the unanalyzed foundation of architecture” (Blackwell and Turpin 2010), then a political economy 
of true socially engaged architecture will have to address these relations, taking into account the sys-
tem of production as much as the system of politics. Here, historical and contemporary  examples—
self-building groups, the network of ecovillages and other co-operative housing groups—help us 
understand how, for example, different forms of living might emerge and how they might be actual-
ized through the implementation of other relations (Smith 2016).

It is Reinier de Graaf ’s (2015) overt acknowledgment of architecture’s complicity with capital, 
however, that returns us again to the wicked problem of who will finance the space of universal 
emancipation—for current spatial alternatives, and in particular the Baugruppen phenomenon, are 
by and large a middle-class phenomenon, in theory as much as in practice. Gibson-Graham is less 
dismissive about these insular schemes and argues that instead of proclaiming ourselves victims of a 
total capitalism, it is necessary to claim that part of it that is always “in motion, providing a space of 
becoming, of undecidability” (Gibson-Graham 2006, 89–90). She (2006, 90) writes,

[i]f we are to take postmodern spatial becomings seriously then it would seem that we must 
claim chora, that space between the Being of present Capitalism and the Becoming of future 
capitalisms, as the place for the indeterminate potentiality of noncapitalisms. In this space, we 
might identify the range of economic practices that are not subsumed to capital flows.

What she envisages is illustrated by her reference to the sociologist Glyn Daly’s list of what he 
calls “radical enterprises [which] exist within the sphere of the market”. Daly refers to credit unions, 
co-operatives of every type, housing associations, radical journals/literature, alternative technology 
and alternative forms of entertainment as “counter-enterprise culture” (Daly 1991, 88). And yet, 
doubt persists. Given the entanglement between architecture and capital, space and property, build-
ing and real estate, Gibson-Graham’s “indeterminate possibilities” might simply be too weak to offer 
anything but island-like openings into another world that has been carved and configured by a few 
for a few. Worse still, they might enforce and even benefit the “neoliberalized urban rule-regime” 
(Brenner 2015).

Cultivating Response-Ability

One doesn’t help but wonder whether this discussion on true social engagement in architectural 
practice matters at all in the context of continued population growth, ecological and humanitarian 
crises and the finite nature of resources. Where and how is socially engaged architecture, true or 
otherwise, significant? Is socially engaged architecture not simply another invention—the brainchild 
of a few ‘Western’ academics and professionals keen to reinvent and, in the process, reaffirm their 
identities as experts for all sorts of spatial interventions in the name of ‘community’? Despite the 
dangers for socially engaged architecture to become the latest version of an intellectual obsession, it 
nevertheless offers the possibility of a critical reflection upon a wide range of spatial interventions. 
One of the strongest possible contributions of the discourse, however, might be that it has opened 
up not necessarily real possibilities for a different trajectory for the production of space, but at least 
the knowledge that there already are multiple possibilities for other forms of intervening and acting. 
How, though, does this intelligence address global crises? How can solidarity among social practices, 
including architecture, lead to the actualizing of broad emancipatory visions that are based not only 
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on social production but also on social appropriation? Do we actually have to take the risk, as the 
philosopher Slavoj Žižek (2008, 459) argues, “to endorse once more large collective decisions”? Why 
would this be necessary? And if we accept that it is necessary, how can this be done?

Let’s look again at some of the reasons why socially engaged architecture has been emerging 
with such force over the past decades. This again is not a homogenous force. But, beyond some of 
the more self-serving rebranding of architecture as an inherently social discipline led by increas-
ingly outdated professional bodies, some clear tendencies are emerging. Some of these have already 
been mentioned: a renewed focus on commoning practices, for example, that is coupled with a 
suspicion of top-down strategies, which seems to be a defeated ideology. And yet, as Harvey (2012) 
outlines, the scale of the problem is such that it is difficult to imagine how individual acts of social 
 engagement—for example, the self-organized provision of housing—can change destiny. And, yet, 
destiny is at stake. Are we simply accepting the fact that ongoing neoliberalization will eventually 
take over all aspects of life? The problem is, as Žižek (2008, 454) contends, that

although our (sometimes even individual) acts can have catastrophic (ecological and so forth) 
consequences, we continue to perceive such consequences as anonymous/systemic, as some-
thing for which we are not responsible, for which there is no clear agent.

In the field that I’ve been attempting to outline here, ‘the’ economy and neoliberal urbanism con-
tinue to be outlined by urban scholars as the big enemies in the actualization of other types of pro-
ductions of space. How would one even begin to address ‘the’ economy with a self-built playground 
or an event on social practices and the city? The force is too abstract and the composition of agents 
too unclear. Keeping projects small and insular, in this context, also means that they can be controlled 
better. The need to dismantle, to disaggregate this force, therefore, seems to be more crucial than ever.

I want to offer two possible ways of doing this by looking, initially, at the potency of develop-
ing different imaginaries through altering historical notions of time and, secondly, by focusing on 
the ways in which that which is perceived as inescapable destiny can be dismantled by propagating 
capabilities to act.

Let’s start with time. Žižek (2008, 459) states that

[if] we are effectively to reconceptualize the notion of revolution in the Benjaminian sense of 
stopping the ‘train of history’ which runs towards a catastrophe, it is not enough just to submit 
the standard notion of historical progress to critical analysis; one should also focus on the limita-
tion of the ordinary ‘historical’ notion of time: at each moment of time, there are multiple pos-
sibilities waiting to be realized; once one of them actualizes itself, others are canceled.

Time, Žižek claims, needs to be thought of differently in order to alter fundamentally what is 
and what is not thought possible. To do this, Žižek mobilizes the theorist Jean-Pierre Dupuy, who 
argues for the introduction of a new notion of time. In Dupuy’s conceptualization, the ‘time of a 
project’ needs to be re-envisioned. Rather than conceiving time in fixed loops with a closed circuit 
existing between the past and present, Dupuy conceives time as a thought experiment which Žižek 
calls “Dupuy’s paradoxical formula”. This formula begins, as Žižek (2008, 459) contends, with the 
premise that “our future is doomed, that the catastrophe will take place.” But instead of resorting to 
despair, Dupuy (quoted in Žižek 2008, 460) proposes acceptance of this destiny and to “mobilize 
ourselves to perform the act which will change destiny itself and thereby insert a new possibility into 
the past”. Let’s stay with Dupuy here for a moment and “insert” true socially engaged architecture as 
“a possibility into the past”. What would this achieve?

I have so far argued for the need of a conscious shattering of the unifying concepts of ‘the’ econ-
omy or ‘the’ neoliberal city by establishing their nature as essentially composed of a diverse range 
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of social practices. This can be done, however, only if practices that fall into the category of socially 
engaged architecture begin to articulate radical reformulations of progressive productions of space 
that also look at the mechanisms and means of production. Without this context, socially engaged 
architecture all too easily becomes coopted by the very forces it is critical of. But here emerges one 
of the biggest conundrums: too often, action is postponed, delayed or conceptualized as a temporal 
intervention in the face of seemingly unbeatable forces. Another conception of time might open 
an experimental space for other imaginaries. But this might not be enough. We need to articulate 
much more our abilities to respond to challenges, cultivating what the feminist studies scholar Donna 
Haraway (2012, 302) calls “a praxis of care and response—response-ability”, something that is about 
“rendering each other capable” (Haraway 2014). Haraway (2012, 311) moves beyond individual 
actions, here, suggesting that this notion needs to be viral so that it can carry

meanings and materials across kinds in order to infect processes and practices that might yet 
ignite epidemics of multispecies recuperation and maybe even flourishing on terra in ordinary 
times and places. Call that Utopia; call that inhabiting the despised places; call that touch; call 
that the rapidly mutating virus of hope, or the less rapidly changing commitment to staying 
with the trouble.

In the context of true social engagement in the field of architecture and elsewhere, I read this as 
the necessity to care for the other and as a call to act in ways that think about how to infect other 
processes and practices. I want to argue that the already perforated and fragmented political ecology 
of capitalism offers a unique chance to reformulate its scope by inserting “response-ability” into “the 
past of the future” (Žižek 2008, 459). None of this can happen without the articulation of what is 
through books, pamphlets and other publications that are crowding my shelves. Yet, broader alliances 
and coalescences across disciplines and practices will be necessary to actualize the true potential of 
this type of practice.

Notes

 1 Lefebvre (1997, 67) writes, “As for the rich and powerful, they always feel threatened. They justify their 
privilege in the community by sumptuously spending their fortune: buildings, foundations, palaces, embel-
lishments, festivities.” It seems ironic that the ‘alternative’, the architecture of the ‘social turn’, which set out 
to do the exact opposite, is now being cautioned of the dangers of falling into the same trap by serving as 
“ ‘camouflage’ for the vicissitudes, dislocations, and crisis-tendencies of neoliberal urbanism” (Brenner 2015).

 2 The term ‘praxis’ is synonymous with its use in Spatial Agency: Other Ways of Doing Architecture, where praxis 
is understood “in the sense of action propelled by a critical understanding of external conditions, [which] 
moves away from the normative concerns and structures of traditional practice, and also away from the endless 
deferral and retreat of ‘critical’ theory and practice” (Awan, Schneider, and Till 2011, 29).

 3 This thought is elaborated further here: Schneider, Tatjana. ‘Notes on Social Production a Brief Commentary’ 
in Doina Petrescu and Kim Trogal (eds) The Social (Re)Production of Architecture: Politics, Values and Actions in 
Contemporary Practice (London: Routledge, 2016).

 4 For a detailed interpretation of Marx’s concept of human emancipation see Schmied-Kowarzik, Wolfdietrich. 
1998. ‘Karl Marx as a Philosopher of Human Emancipation’. In Marx’s Theories Today, edited by Rysard Pana-
siuk and Leszek Nowak, 60: 365–378. Poznan Studies in the Philosophy of the Sciences and the Humanities. 
Amsterdam-Atlanta: Rodopi.
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Understanding Social Engagement 
in Architecture

Toward Situated-Embodied  
and Critical Accounts

Isabelle Doucet

Since the 1960s, the social project in architecture has undergone another round of important inno-
vations and revisions under banners as varied as participatory architecture, self-build, community 
design, user-based design, advocacy planning, and so-called “live” projects. The emancipatory ambi-
tions and perceived successes of such projects often evolved around the empowerment of the user 
over the designer, layperson over expert, and bottom-up over top-down. When such ambitions 
become overly reliant upon the opposition of user and designer, layperson and expert, they risk not 
doing full justice to the complexity of architecture’s social agency. Architecture’s social responsibility 
operates through a tangle of actors, including not just users, designers, builders, and decision-makers 
but also materials, ideologies, construction techniques, aesthetics, activism, technology, and so on. 
Not only does such tangle resist being theorized through oppositional pairs, but there is also the 
perceived problem of ideals associated with socially responsible architecture, such as emancipation, 
otherness, resistance, democratic inclusion, creativity, and collectivity, having become co-opted, and 
sometimes de-politicized, in mainstream architectural and urban design. Art historian Claire Bishop 
(2012: 13, 16), for example, argued that virtues typical of socially engaged art have been appropriated 
by neoliberal politics in terms of entrepreneurialism, risk-taking, self-interest, and performance. In 
addition, as eventually all spaces risk getting absorbed into capitalism’s cause of growth, the “outside” 
position as locus for (oppositional) resistance is questioned. The challenge thus becomes to rethink 
social responsibility and emancipation in terms of resistance from within.1

Such resistance from within can, in architecture, be contextualized in recent critiques of the limi-
tations of critical theory and a proposal of a pro-practice approach that would, rather than through 
predefined ideologies and concepts and through a withdrawal from the real, operate through practice. 
While many pro-practice approaches are still closely connected to a critical program for architecture 
(e.g., Awan et al. 2011; Bell 2004; Hill 1998; Doucet and Cupers 2009; Borden et al. 2000; Craw-
ford et al. 2008 [1999]; Rendell et al. 2007), others grew associated with a post-political and post-
critical turn, declaring the critical theory program in architecture as obsolete (for a good exposé of 
these different strands see Sykes 2010: 14–29; Malgrave and Goodman 2011; Saunders 2007; Doucet 
2015: 1–38).

Meanwhile, pragmatist-relational perspectives as they occurred in philosophy and the social sci-
ences (including science and technology studies [STS] and actor-network theory [ANT]) offered 
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an attractive alternative for architectural and urban studies in their search for more complex, rela-
tional, and realistic readings of architecture and the city. With their emphasis on “things”, “assem-
blages”, “quasi-objects”, “matters-of-concern”, and processes of making, the popularity of the work 
of Bruno Latour and ANT in architectural thought can be understood (e.g. Latour 2004; Latour 
2005; Latour and Yaneva 2009).

Pragmatist-relational approaches have, however, also been criticized for “merely” describing spa-
tial interventions in a value-neutral fashion, not judging them. With architecture and social responsi-
bility moreover operating at the intersections of analysis, intervention, and projecting into the future, 
such value-neutral analyses are believed to hamper the emancipatory and transformative potential of 
architecture. The challenge is therefore to imagine social responsibility neither in terms of abstract 
critical unmasking nor through value-neutral accounts of the practices of architecture and the city, 
but through forms of transformation from within. Inspired by pragmatist-relational thinkers with 
an explicit ethical bias, including Donna Haraway, Isabelle Stengers, and Maria Puig de la Bellacasa, 
I have called such transformation from within “criticality-from-within” (Doucet 2015). Criticality-
from-within depicts an ethical-methodological gesture that is not just a matter of thinking from 
within (theory through practice) but of thinking from within in a transformative fashion. While 
depicting actions through practice, criticality-from-within thus also denotes care for the critical 
project in architecture.

Criticality-From-Within, or the Art of “Making a Fuss”

Instead of theorizing architecture through predefined categories and taxonomies, criticality-from-
within operates through embodied, situated, and relational accounts. This “criticality”, following Irit 
Rogoff (2003), is distinct from “critique”, understood as the unmasking of hidden power structures, and 
instead emphasizes the situatedness of things. It is akin to what Donna Haraway (1991, 190) calls partial 
perspectives or “subjugated viewpoints”. A situated, embodied criticality does not operate through 
abstract, external viewpoints but in terms of critical engagement through practice. In this chapter I will 
conceptually refine the understanding of criticality-from-within, starting from Isabelle Stengers and 
Vinciane Despret’s book Women Who Make a Fuss: The Unfaithful Daughters of Virginia Woolf, published 
in English in 2014, and originally in French in 2011.2 The book is the result of a close reading of Vir-
ginia Woolf ’s “Three Guineas” (2000 [1938]), and collects the thoughts of the two authors as well as 
reflections based on exchanges with colleagues. As indicated on the back cover, the book asks,

What is this civilization where appeals are made to culture and intellectual freedom as if they 
could stop wars, but whose institutions responsible for cultivating and transmitting culture and 
free thought work as assembly lines producing beings that Woolf describes as both submissive 
and violent, thirsting, if not for money, then for recognition, ready for all sorts of brutality if they 
feel that the abstract ideals that give them their identity are threatened?

(Stengers and Despret 2014, back cover)

This group of self-proclaimed “unfaithful daughters” of Woolf asks how resistance can emerge 
while being “within”. Namely, unfaithful to Woolf, these scholars have accepted to join a “college 
for the daughters of educated men” (Woolf 2000 [1938], 157) that is modeled onto the old plan of 
the college of men—a model that both Woolf and, as we can learn from the foregoing citation, her 
unfaithful following deemed problematic.

Virginia Woolf ’s “Three Guineas” offers a response to a request she received to sign a letter 
in an effort to prevent war. Woolf refused to sign the manifesto not because she did not want to 
prevent war but because she believed that the methods and ideals represented by her country— 
competitiveness, oppression, exclusion, division of and prostitution of intellectual labor—and which 
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she was asked to defend, in no way contributed to the prevention of war. Thus, instead of encourag-
ing women to support their fathers and sons in the prevention of war by means of signing a mani-
festo in support of their society, she called to challenge those values:

But as a result the answer to your question must be that we can best help you to prevent war not 
by repeating your words and following your methods but by finding new words and creating 
new methods. We can best help you to prevent war not by joining your society but by remain-
ing outside your society but in co-operation with its aim. The aim is the same for both of us. It 
is to assert “the rights of all—all men and women—to the respect in their persons of the great 
principles of Justice and Equality and Liberty”.

(Woolf 2000 [1938], 272)

Woolf was wary of women joining a university that is built on the old model of the society of 
men, for:

it followed that the college for the daughters of educated men must also make Research produce 
practical results which will induce bequests and donations from rich men; it must encourage 
competition; it must accept degrees and coloured hoods; it must accumulate great wealth; it 
must exclude other people from a share of its wealth.

(Woolf 2000 [1938], 157)

Her call for resistance is therefore explicitly not within; she encourages the daughters and sisters to 
remain outside the society of men, including the university, given that it is built on the same ideals, 
rules, and principles. And yet, Woolf ’s methods for making precisely this point also hint at a form 
of resistance that does operate from within. Namely, Woolf shows that by reclaiming, reliving, and 
rethinking, through the detailed work of memoir, one can refuse to take for granted the dominant 
words, knowledges, and methods through which one is accustomed to think and operate. Such quest 
for remaining skeptical and resistant despite being “within” can be found in Stengers and Despret’s 
Women Who Make a Fuss. While having accepted, rather than rejected, joining a university mod-
eled onto the college of men, these women refuse to fully embrace it as such. Despite being grateful 
for having been accepted to join the university, they refuse to forget about the sufferings, injustices, 
and contradictions that have been at the origins of that entitlement. To “make a fuss” is the faithful 
response of the “unfaithful daughters” of Woolf to the question as to how one can challenge systems 
from within. Despite enjoying their entitlements, they refuse to give in to the suggestion that “we 
have merited what happens to us, that the least we can do is accept it, with dignity, without making 
a fuss” (Stengers and Despret 2014, 163).

In this chapter, we will learn how “making a fuss”, while originating in the feminist struggle, 
can also be instructive as part of a wider, epistemological rethinking of emancipation and respon-
sibility in architecture (one that is no longer strictly “feminist”).3 But how exactly does “making 
a fuss” work as a form of criticality-from-within? In what follows, we will learn how “making a 
fuss” involves a combined ethical-methodological move of conceptual reshuffling through “category 
work”, of “reclaiming” history, and of questioning tactics in order to overcome contradictions and 
polarizations.

“Category Work”, or How to Resist the Taxonomies  
of Architectural Theory

Donna Haraway’s call for “category work” (2006, 143) invites us to rethink the taken-for-granted 
concepts, analytical categories, and taxonomies that have come to determine architectural theory. 
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Haraway uses the notion of “taxon” (1992, 299) in reference to the figure of the “inappropriate/d 
other” (by Trinh Minh-ha): “To be inappropriate/d is not to fit the taxon.” Theory then becomes 
a quest for alternative configurations, a practice that is itself subjected to (future) appropriation.4 
Such theory resists an operational logic based on the inclusion or exclusion of ideas, actions, actors, 
and forms of knowledge according to ideological selection procedures. It is, instead, an architectural 
theory that encourages studying those actors that “matter” to the questions posed, not those that fit 
theory’s taxon. These actors may, at first, seem at odds with theory, but if they matter in the specific 
situation that is observed, are they not worthy of consideration? An example, in the context of Brus-
sels, is the word “architek”. It is an insult in Brussels’ popular dialect that was invented in reference 
to Joseph Poelaert, the architect of the Palais de Justice, a construction so vast that it resulted in the 
expulsion of parts of the popular Marolles neighborhood. Because the word circulates in popular 
culture and everyday life rather than architectural or urban discourse, it is unlikely to figure in archi-
tectural theory and history. However, architek arguably has an important agency in the status and 
perception of architecture in Brussels. Namely, it reinforces a negative connotation for a profession 
that is otherwise associated with a sense of optimism. Its persistent presence in popular literature, 
travel guides, cultural production, and everyday life (see the detailed analysis in Doucet 2012) makes 
the word “architek” a protagonist in keeping this image of architecture alive.

Architek shows that words can have unexpected agency. It shows that words can have what Vir-
ginia Woolf calls “odour”: an atmosphere of association that is situated and context-dependent, and 
that significantly determines how these words act, how they travel. Woolf gives the example of the 
odor of the word “miss”. While it may have a “delicious” odor in the private atmosphere, so Woolf 
argues, it may well smell more “disagreeable” to the noses of Whitehall (Woolf 2000 [1938], 174). 
For Woolf, odor, despite being impalpable, proves a powerful and discriminatory agent: “it is likely 
that a name to which ‘Miss’ is attached will, because of this odour, circle in the lower spheres where 
the salaries are small” (174). Woolf likens odor to atmosphere:

Odour then—or shall we call it “atmosphere”?—is a very important element in professional 
life; in spite of the fact that it is impalpable. It can escape the noses of examiners in examination 
rooms, yet penetrate boards and divisions and affect the sense of those within.

(Woolf, 2000 [1938], 174)

Because of the power exercised by impalpable yet powerful odor—Woolf calls atmosphere “a 
very mighty power” (175)—changing odors can offer a powerful form of resistance and empower-
ment. Namely, it invites us to understand, and where needed counter, the odor that, wittingly or 
not, operates around ideas, concepts, or projects. Studying the forceful atmosphere around the word 
“architek”, for example, helps in understanding the sensation in Brussels of a mysterious force that 
was for long believed to have surrounded, and to have influenced, attempts toward ambitious and 
bold architecture (Doucet 2012). Rather than dismissing such force for being outmoded, conserva-
tive, or conspiratorial, understanding it in terms of “odor” helps in understanding the importance of 
its agency.

Also, my use of the term “criticality-from-within” can be seen as a productive manipulation of 
odor. Namely, while recognizing the limitations of critical theory, retaining the term “criticality” 
allows us to rescue some of that “old” odor. In the face of a post-critical fatalism, the word “critical-
ity” helps to keep ethical preoccupations at the heart of the pro-practice turn.5

Reclaiming, or How to Refuse to Forget?

Keeping the word “criticality” at hand and working on its “odor” require, paraphrasing Donna Hara-
way (2006, 139), a willingness to work through, rather than dismiss, the contradictions of one’s 
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intellectual heritage. It combines questioning and rethinking that heritage, while also respectfully 
recovering workable parts. Reclaiming and reliving are therefore at the heart of the “category work” 
Haraway suggests. Namely, in order to not take for granted the historical sacrifices that accom-
pany the comfort and entitlements of positions “within”, criticality-from-within relies on reclaim-
ing. Reclaiming means to not forget—to “forget to forget” (Braidotti 2006, 141). As Stengers and 
Despret (2014, 13) argue: “One quickly forgets the history, once a right is acquired and one is liv-
ing in the general conditions permitting one to benefit from that right.” Because problematizing 
acquired rights is an act of reclaiming the history of that right, Stengers and Despret (2014, 28), like 
Woolf, refuse “amnesiac mobilization.” Woolf resisted such amnesia by creating a work of memoir, 
of memory: by writing an account of the injustices and sufferings that were at the basis of newfound 
rights and entitlements (Stengers and Despret 2014, 24). This work of memoir is, however, not a 
neutral account; it is embodied in that it reconnects with that past by reliving it. As Stengers (2012, 6, 
2008, 58), in reference to Starhawk (1982, 219), puts it, “to smell the smoke [of the burned witches] 
in our nostrils [again].” Following Stengers and Starhawk, I understand reclaiming as not being about 
a—nostalgic or other—recuperation of the past but about learning to reintegrate those aspects of 
our pasts we have grown uncomfortable or disengaged with. Reclaiming is, therefore, also a matter 
of care and of healing: “It is not only a question of recuperating what one was separated from but to 
‘heal’ the effects of that separation” (Stengers and Despret 2014, 154, footnote 4; on “care” see also 
Maria Puig de la Bellacasa 2017).

Tactics, or How to Work Through Contradictions and Dichotomies

Now that, under neoliberalization, several long-standing tensions in social architecture and activ-
ism are magnified, it has become increasingly important to work through, rather than against, the 
contradictions and ambiguities of activism. In addition, groups and theories that share ideals may 
nevertheless offer diverging tactics of resistance. Is, therefore, judging tactics on solely moral grounds, 
still realistic and effective? A fascinating response can be found in the anti-globalization movement’s 
struggle to reconcile its internal tensions between violent and nonviolent branches. This struggle 
is described by Starhawk, an American self-claimed “Pagan, feminist, Witch, and anarchist” (2008 
[2002], 9) who is active in anti-globalization activism as a street protestor, educator, and writer—
counting Isabelle Stengers among her readership. In her book Webs of Power: Notes from the Global 
Uprising (2008 [2002]), Starhawk suggests, rather than choosing between the tactic of violence or 
nonviolence, working with and through the tensions between both. For Starhawk, discussing tactics 
offers an opportunity to creatively rethink what a movement shares rather than focusing on what 
divides it. From Starhawk I learn that, in order for a movement to gain strength, it must learn to resist 
polarization and dichotomist organization.

To resist polarizations, so Starhawk argues, discussions around chosen tactics are to move beyond 
purely moralistic grounds. The more police brutality the anti-globalization movement had to face, 
the more its defense of nonviolence and solidarity was tested.6 The question emerged as to whether 
remaining “ideological and purist” (114) about nonviolence was justified in the face of such violent 
repression. One of the stumbling blocks was the so-called black bloc, a small group of protesters 
wearing black masks, sometimes also using violent and destructive actions (Starhawk 2008 [2002], 
15, 8). However, rather than dismissing this violent branch of the movement, Starhawk suggests using 
them as an occasion to discuss the possibilities of a “diversity of tactics” (93) and, by doing so, show-
ing “solidarity even with people whose choices we disagree with” (95). Also, Starhawk acknowledges 
that, precisely because of their use of violence, the black bloc triggers the kind of media attention that 
is otherwise difficult to achieve with nonviolent protests alone (209–210). Criticality-from-within 
thus also requires critiquing, with mutual respect, within the ranks, and having discussions around 
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tactics not just on moral but also on pragmatic grounds. It involves asking not as much whether cer-
tain tactics are per se right or wrong but asking, “ ‘Do these particular tactics support our goals and 
objectives?’ and ‘Are they actually working?’ ” (Starhawk 2008 [2002], 150).

If criticality-from-within suggests working through such contradictions, this means, for architec-
ture, not weighing one manifestation or method of social responsibility against another, and not too 
easily dismissing methods on moral grounds for being too naïve, too romantic, too reformist, too 
radical, or too utopian. Do diverging tactics, when sharing the goal of making architecture contribute 
toward a more just world, not deserve, if not approval, at least our consideration?

Such post-dichotomist reading of social responsibility is moreover reinforced by the acknowledg-
ment that every history and ancestry are always entangled, and thus non-polarizing. Starhawk argues 
that reclaiming the past allows for breaking with oppositional identity politics between the oppressed 
and the oppressor, black and white, women and men (195). Ancestry, for Starhawk, teaches us some-
thing quite powerfully: “In fact, there is no one alive whose ancestry includes only Pure Victims of 
Noble Hera/os of Resistance. Nor is there any group of Purely Evil Oppressors. Every one of us is 
born of both oppressors and oppressed” (195). Such recognition of entangled, implicated ancestries 
runs counter to any division of the (present) world into moralistic camps.

Stirring Architecture From Within

For architectural theory, practice, and history, the combined act of reclaiming, category work, and 
post-dichotomist tactics reads as an invitation to reconnect with those aspects of the past one has 
become estranged from or that sit uncomfortably. That by reliving the past also a process of heal-
ing can start is, in my view, shown by the Jonction event in Brussels, as a series of cultural activi-
ties organized between September 2011 and December 2012 as part of the debates surrounding 
the future of the Brussels north-south railway junction, a 60-year-old urban scar that resulted 
from the tunneling of the inner-city railway connection (Doucet 2015, 79–110).7 As part of the 
events, four architectural firms were commissioned to develop proposals for the site, by means of 
4 × 4 m tapestries, displayed in the 4 × 4: Four Visions on the North-South Junction exhibi-
tion (Figures 2.1 and 2.2).8 4 × 4 forms an act of digesting and reclaiming in that it promotes 
optimistic urban imaginaries that challenged Brussels’ skepticism vis-à-vis innovative designs, while also 
remaining loyal to the Brussels “situation”, showing respect for its urban culture and history, includ-
ing the urban traumas from which its population suffered and of which the north-south junction 
serves as a symbol. While exemplifying a new confidence in the importance of architectural and 
urban design competitions, the Jonction initiative did not opt for global icons or star-architectures 
as we have seen emerging elsewhere. Instead it encouraged bold architectural statements that 
remained close to Brussels’ complex architectural, political, and sociocultural legacy. The four 
commissioned architects (Studio 012 / Secchi-Vigano/Karbon, V+, XDGA, and 51N4E) were, 
perhaps not coincidentally, renowned architectural firms with a thorough knowledge of the Brus-
sels problématique.

Also, instead of commissioning design projects, communicated through the traditional tools of 
architecture, such as sections, plans, models, and elevations, the architects were invited to work on 
the imagination for this site through the design of a 4 × 4 m wall tapestry. These tapestries were, 
with their avoidance of technical jargon, also hoped to communicate with the wider public. Tactics 
and “category work” (not plans and sections but tapestry) thus complemented the act of reclaim-
ing in that they allowed for an ambitious statement that was nevertheless respectful of the historical 
pain and suffering of the citizens of Brussels, as such contributing to the “healing” of the Brussels 
trauma. In reconnecting with Brussels’ situatedness, the traumatization of its population, and a desire 
for architectural boldness and prestige, 4 × 4 formed, rather than a grand gesture, an act of digesting.
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“Another Architecture Is Possible,”9 or Criticality-From-Within  
as a Hopeful Perspective

Jonction also demonstrates that criticality-from-within—or “making a fuss”—in addition to cri-
tiquing a situation from within evokes hope for a better, or at least different, future. Such hope is 
informed not by transcendental utopian dreams whereby a brand-new world will one day replace 
the current one: as Stengers and Despret state: “The fuss is not the heroic statement of a grand 
cause, in the name of which sacrifice would be de rigueur” (Stengers and Despret 2014, 163). Instead, 
hope emerges when working through the tensions and contradictions of everyday practices and by 
doing so transforming everyday reality piecemeal, incrementally, and without any guarantee of the 
outcome. Woolf ’s call (2000 [1938], 198) “to build a new and better world” (and to prevent war) 
requires, rather than grand visions or models, developing a different set of skills and virtues that can 
gradually contribute to achieving a better world. These virtues include, in Woolf ’s analysis, “poverty, 
chastity, derision, and freedom from unreal loyalties” (204), whereby chastity suggests that “when you 
have enough money to live on by your profession you must refuse to sell your brain for the sake of 
money” (Woolf 2000 [1938], 205). It also implies, for Woolf, to refuse any loyalties that come with 
essentialism: whether nationalist, religious, academic, or sexual (205).

The form of hope that comes from criticality-from-within is therefore neither transcendentally 
utopian nor fatalist vis-à-vis the conditions within which one operates. It is a form of everyday 
empowerment that is further emphasized in Starhawk’s call for “empowered direct action” (2008, 
98): a form of activism that does not propose to wait for any form of grand revolution, but instead 
encourages to ask, in the here and now, “What kind of world do we want? Maybe we can’t articulate 
it, but we can embody it in how we organize, and in how we treat each other” (59).10 Resistance 
from within, or what Starhawk calls “power from within,” implies the “ability to dare, to do, and 
to dream; our creativity” (2008, 7) but also a willingness to invest effort not just into, for example, 
street protests but also into the laborious, unglamorous effort of endless phone calls, making flyers, 
emails, and fundraising that is required to make street action possible (57). To resist is then to chal-
lenge systems from within: “If we refuse to comply, if we call the legitimacy of the system itself into 
question, ultimately the system cannot stand.” (8). Empowering resistance can take place in the shape 
of visible action, such as street protests, but it is also very much part of an everyday critical attitude. 
One paragraph in Starhawk’s Webs of Power depicts this everyday reflection and resistance beautifully:

Are the people who produce the tools of my trade, my food, my clothing and luxuries paid a 
living wage? Are their health and safety protected? Are their children well educated? Can they 
afford to buy the products they produce? What is the true cost of this work, this product, this 
toy to the soil? The waters? The air? The complex and irreplaceable habitats of this earth? The 
health of our communities? Who pays that cost, and in what coin? Money? Cancer? Extinction? 
Who profits?

(Starhawk 2008, 38)

Starhawk reminds us that this is an empowering resistance that is slow: “Slowly, slowly, they eat 
into the foundations of the structures of power” (2008, 48). For architecture, slow but structural 
resistance means to scrutinize, on an everyday basis, the ethical justifications of the profession: the 
construction methods used, the building materials and the divisions and conditions of labor they 
induce, the clients and users that are included or excluded . . . In terms of social responsibility in 
architecture, it means to not theorize social responsibility from a position of autonomy and with-
drawal (e.g., in the drawing-manifesto or utopian scheme) but to test countercultural ambitions in 
and through practice. For theory and history the question becomes not as much the validity (the 
right or wrong) of ideas, ideals, and ideological ambitions but the practices through which such 


